BLACK JACK
Black Jack is a well known game in our casinos. Its main characteristic is to allow the betters to
have a high decision margin on the game.
The game objective is to achieve 21 (twenty one) points or the nearest to it, without overpassing it.
All cards are counted as per its value, except the pictures which their value is 10 (ten) and the
asses that can value 1 (one) or 11 (eleven) as per the players convenience or criteria.
How is it played?: The payer gives two cards turned upwards to each better, after that the game
will be defined by the first square better, who will be asked if he wants another card. Once the
required cards were given, the bank points will be checked against the better points, winning all
that overpass the bank points.
If you have “Black Jack"(As or Ten and picture) 150% of the betted amount will be paid, unless the
Bank also has “Black Jack”, in this case, an equality is produced , giving the bet to the player. If
the player would have more points than the Bank, he will win his round and will receive his bet
payment 1 x 1. If the player asks for another card, he overpasses 21 (twenty one), automatically
loses his bet, without taking into account what happens with the Bank. If this last one overpasses
21 (twenty one), he will win his round and all who still remain in the game will collect their bets. The
Bank will ask for cards up till getting 16 (sixteen), with 17 (seventeen) and until 21(twenty one) it
will stop.
INSURANCE: If the player gets en as in the card, he can challenge the Bank that its second
card will be a 10 (ten) or a picture, making en additional bef (Insurance) for half the one
previously done. If the player succeeds, he will be paid double the insurance, in case not, he
will lose the additional bet (insurance).
DOUBLE THEBET: Each time the player first cards add 11 (eleven), he will be able to make
a new bet (to double the bet) same as the original one, getting then a unique card which will
be given covered and it will be discovered in the moment to define his round.
OPENTHEGAME: When the player receives two cards with same numbers, he will be able to
separate them (open the game) and to form two games making a new bet equal to the first
one, for the second game, if the cards with which he opened the game are Asses and the
second card is a ten or a picture, his bet will be paid as 21(twenty one) and no as BlackJack.

"As" VALUE FOR THE BANK
Cards

Points

Decision

"As" and "As" or Two, or Three, or Four or Five

2–3–4–5–6

"As" and Six o Seven or Eight or Nine

17 – 18 – 19 – 20

Stops

"As" and Ten or "J" or "Q" or "K"

21 o Back-Jack

Stops

Gets cards

